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 In this thesis, two separate studies are conducted. First a semi-analytical solution in terms 
of quadrature-based moment method for the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) is provided and 
tested with multi-step reaction source term. The chemical mechanism used in this study is adopted 
from [1]. The initial number of nodes selected as 10, while as the solution proceeds in time, 
according to magnitude of the quadrature weights, the number of nodes is reduced to 5 until well-
micromixed condition is achieved. Therefore, with the quadrature-based solution, the additional 
grid requirement for conditioning variable in CMC application is eliminated, for which H2 
combustion calculations are performed for statistically homogeneous flow and operator-splitting 
is used for the solution of molecular mixing and the chemical source terms. The results are satisfied 
with the expected final conditions.  
 Secondly, separate from the CMC studies mentioned above, two-phase flow simulations 
for a stirred-tank reactor are performed and compared with the experimental results, as an 
independent study. The gas-liquid simulations are performed with constant bubble-size 
assumption for three different stirring rates (200, 350 and 700 rpm) while five different bubble 
sizes are tested (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 5 mm). In all cases, Eulerian two fluid model is adopted and 
turbulence is modeled via Large-Eddy simulation. The drag, virtual-mass and turbulence 
dispersion forces are included in the momentum exchange term, while stirrer motion is solved in 
multiple-reference frame. The simulation results of velocity profiles and gas-holdups are compared 
with the experimental results of [2] and it has been observed that, around the impeller average 
bubble size of 0.5 mm agrees better with the experimental results while above the impeller average 
bubble size of 1.5 mm correlates better. On the other hand, experimental and simulation velocity 
profiles are in good agreement. 
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CHAPTER – 1 INTRODUCTION 
 Mixing in turbulent reactive flows is important in many fields such as chemical 
engineering, geosciences and combustion applications. However, an accurate modeling of 
turbulent reactive flows, requires detailed explanation of the mutual effect of flow and chemistry. 
Therewithal, the solution of the resulting model must be computationally tractable. 
 In order to cover the requirements of turbulent reactive flow modeling, different modeling 
approaches have been proposed such as (from the simplest to the most detailed): 1) Moment 
Closures, 2) Flamelet models, 4) Presumed probability density function (PDF) method, 4) 
Conditional Moment Closure, 5) Transported  PDF approach.  
 In first-order moment closures, it is assumed that all chemical time scales are larger than 
the mixing time scale. Therefore, it is only applicable in the slow chemistry limit in which, 
molecular mixing is fast enough that the composition variables can be approximated by their mean 
values. However, in this method, all scalar covariances are neglected to close the Reynolds average 
chemical source term. For that reason, the first order moment closure is not an accurate method 
for mixing sensitive systems.  
 On the other hand, in higher-order moment closures, the covariances of the reactive scalars 
are related to the variance of the mixture fraction. However, the extension of this method to multi-
step reactions is problematic. Although, it is possible to solve the transport equation of covariances, 
as shown in Section.2 the closure of the covariance chemical source term is very hard to achieve 
for complex chemistries.  
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As a consequence, especially nonlinear chemical source terms will lead to a closure 
problem in moment closures. Moreover, when chemical time scales are in the same order with 
mixing time scales, moment closures will result poor predictions.  
On the other hand, in equilibrium chemistry limit, it is sometimes possible to rewrite the 
scalar concentrations in terms of mixture fraction. However, this requires the knowledge of the 
mixture fraction probability density function, which is usually chosen as beta-PDF. Meanwhile, it 
should be noted that, equilibrium chemistry assumption may also give poor predictions as 
sometimes it is possible the local (instantaneous) molecular mixing rates be slower than the 
chemical time scales, while mean molecular mixing rate is faster. In this case, laminar diffusion 
flamelets can be applied and it is one of the widely used approach in combustion modeling.  
However, laminar diffusion flamelet model is only valid when the reaction rate is 
significant solely around the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Therefore, especially in liquid phase 
reactions, flamelet approach is not accurate.  
A modeling technique which is also applicable in liquid phase chemical reactions is the 
Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) and is studied in this thesis. In CMC, the Reynolds average 
chemical source term is closed by assuming conditional fluctuations are negligible and this is 
especially true when there is a “good” correlation between the conditioning and conditioned 
variables.  
The other two commonly used modeling approaches are the presumed PDF and transported 
PDF method. Presumed PDF methods can be considered as the extension of mixture-fraction PDF 
methods - in equilibrium-chemistry limit – to finite-rate reactions. However, in presumed PDF 
methods, one must assume the functional form of the reaction progress variable(s). Despite the 
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general applications, assumed form of reaction progress variable may not be convenient for the 
statistical description of reaction progress variable on the mixture fraction, while this problem is 
prevented by solving transport equations of joint progress variable in transported PDF method.  
In transported PDF method for scalar joint PDF, the molecular mixing is modeled only and 
thus among the other methods discussed above, it is the most accurate modeling approach. 
However, it should be noted that, transported PDF method is CPU intensive thus, contrary to 
presumed PDF methods the number of scalars is restricted by the computer memory. 
Among the solution methods for the modeling if turbulent reactive flows, in this thesis 
CMC closure is studied and a new solution algorithm is developed for its applications. 
Additionally, it should be noted that, in the subsequent chapters of this thesis, reader will find two 
separate and independent studies. The first study is the application of the newly developed solution 
algorithm called semi-analytical CMC solution and the second study governs the simulations of 
gas-liquid two phase flow in stirred tank reactor.  
Stirred-tank reactors are widely used in industrial processes and especially multiphase flow 
systems are of most interest in these processes. For instance, these systems are investigated both 
experimentally and by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools. Here, only CFD 
simulations are performed and the result are compared with the already available experimental 
results of [2]. The main motivation behind these independent studies are given in the next section.  
1.1 Motivation 
The main motivation of the first study is to test the application of quadrature-based moment 
method on the solution of the conditional moment closure. The semi-analytical solution for the 
molecular mixing term of CMC is presented, while mixture fraction moments are tracked in terms 
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of Gauss-Lobatto quadratures and the resulting solution is tested against H2 combustion. 
Additionally, two different solution algorithms both rely on the solution of species moments (see 
Section 3.5) are proposed. However, the main focus is devoted to the semi-analytical solution. By 
introducing a quadrature-based solution algorithm to CMC, the necessity of another grid for the 
conditioning variable is eliminated to gain computational savings in the implementation of CMC.  
In the second study, (which is not related with the quadrature based CMC solution)  two-
phase gas-liquid stirred tank reactor simulations are conducted by using OpenFOAM® native 
solvers to assess the assumption of constant bubble size assumption done in the experiments by 














CHAPTER – 2 GOVERNING THEORY 
2.1 Transport Equations 
 The conservation equations for mass and momentum can be written as  












  = − − +  (2.2) 
 where  is the density and U  is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, g is the gravitational 
vector and  is the shear stress tensor is defined as  
 ( )( ) ( )
† 2
3
U U U    
 
= −  +  + −  
 
 (2.3) 
 in which  is the dynamic viscosity and  is the dilatational viscosity (equals to zero for 
monoatomic gases at low densities) [3]. 
 In Eulerian multi-fluid method, the above equations (2.1)-(2.2) are written separately for 
each phase as the phases are treated as interpenetrating continua and represented by their volume 
fractions. 
 For the kth phase, the continuity equation, 
 ( ) ( ) 0k k k k kU
t





 and the momentum equation is  
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 ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k k k k k k k k k ukU U U p g M
t
        

+ = −  + + +

 (2.5) 
 where p is the shared pressure and ukM is the momentum exchange between the phases. 
Momentum exchange term may include the buoyancy, drag, virtual mass, lift, turbulent dispersion 
and wall lubrication forces. Here, only drag, buoyancy, turbulent-dispersion and virtual mass 
forces are explained.  
2.2 Interphase Momentum Transfer Forces 
2.1.1. Drag forces   
Among the many other relevant forces for momentum exchange, the most important forces 
are produced from the stresses applied on the dispersed phase by the continuous phase and are 
called drag forces.  
The drag force between the gas and liquid phase can be written as  
 ( )Dkl kl k lF K U U= −  (2.6) 
  where index k represents the dispersed phase and the coefficient klK is found from the 
relevant drag correlation. In this study, Tomiyama drag correlation which is suitable to describe 





gl D g l
g
K C U U
d
 
= −  (2.7) 
 where gd is the bubble diameter and DC represents the drag correlation coefficient. In 
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= =  (2.9) 
 while l and  represents the dynamic viscosity and surface tension of liquid phase 
respectively. The other inter-momentum exchange forces used in this study are given below. 
2.2.2 Virtual Mass Force 
 The virtual-mass force between gas-liquid interface can be written as  
 
gVM l










 where 0.5VMC = can be chosen.  
2.2.3 Turbulent-dispersion force 
 The turbulent-dispersion force is written as  
 
TD
gl TD g l l gF C k  =   (2.11) 
 in which lk represents the turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid and TDC can be assumed to 




2.3 Turbulence Modeling 
 At high Reynolds number flows, the scales of turbulence become more obvious. While 
large-scale motions are determined by the geometry and the boundary conditions of the flow, the 
behavior of small-scales is determined by the energy transfer rate from large scales to low scales 
[4]. Therefore, it can be concluded that, small-scales behavior can be considered as universal as it 
is not directly related to the flow geometry and/or boundary conditions. Large-Eddy Simulations 
(LES) is based on this fact such that while the small-scales are modeled, the large-scales are found 
by solving the momentum equation. As the main problem here is to separate the large and small 
scales during the solution, this is done by introducing the filtering operator in LES applications. 
Before introducing more insights about the filters in LES, it is necessary to explain the scales of 
turbulent motion and the averaging technique for turbulent flows.  
 2.3.1 The scales of turbulent 
 The explanation of the scales of turbulent will be clearer by the definition of energy 
cascade. The idea behind the energy cascade is that the turbulent kinetic energy is introduced to 
the turbulent flow from the largest scale of motion and this energy is transferred to the small scales 
until it is completely dissipated by viscous action.  
 However, energy cascade does not answer an important question [5] which is: What is the 
size of the smallest eddy in which energy is dissipated? This question is answered by Kolmogorov. 










 where   is the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate and  is the kinematic viscosity.  
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2.3.2 Averaged momentum and continuity equations 
 The scalar properties in turbulent flows are random variables. Therefore, turbulent flows 
simulations are usually solved for the averaged quantities of scalars. Reynolds averaging is an 
averaging technique used in turbulent flow simulations and is usually done over a time with the 
decomposition of scalar quantity Y to its mean and fluctuating parts as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,Y x t Y x t Y x t= +  (2.13) 
 where the time-smoothed velocity is defined over time as 













 Here, averaging is done over a time while, volume or ensemble averaging could also be 
done.  
 By using, Eq.(2.14), it can be shown that the average of a fluctuating part Y  is zero 
( ), 0Y x t = . However, it should be noted that 2 0Y   , which has important consequences 
shown later in this section. Furthermore, applying Eq.(2.13) to velocity and density and 
substituting into Eq.(2.1) yields; 





 + + =

 (2.15) 
 where , , ,U U U U   = = = and 0U = , 0U  = .  
 In its conservative form, Eq.(2.2) can be written as  
 ( ) ( )U UU g p
t
   






 Then, Reynolds decomposition and time averaging gives  
 
( ) ( )
( )
U U UU U U
t
p U U U U
   
  

   + + +

    = − + − − −
 (2.17) 
   where ( ) ( )
† 2
3
U U U   
 
= −  +  +  
 
. 
 For a constant density flow, Eq.(2.17) becomes 
 ( ) 2
1U
U U U U v U p
t 

 +  − =  − 

 (2.18) 
 where the pressure term obeys Poisson equation ( ) ( )1 p U U−  =  .  
 In Eq.(2.18), the velocity covariance, ( )U U  corresponds to the Reynolds stresses and is 
unclosed. 
 2.3.3 Large-Eddy Simulation  
 The filtered velocity in LES is defined as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,U x t G r x U x r t dr

−
= −  (2.19) 
 where ( ),G r x is the filter function, while the residual velocity  
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,u x t U x t U x t = −  (2.20) 
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 Although, Eq.(2.20) looks similar to Reynolds decomposition given in Eq.(2.13), the 




1j i j j
j i i j
U U U U p
t x x x x


   
+ = −
    
 (2.21) 
 In Eq.(2.21), the filtered product i jU U is different than the velocity covariance U U   in 
Eq.(2.18), in fact the difference is the residual-stress tensor analogous to the Reynolds stress tensor 
 
R
ij i j i jU U U U = −  (2.22) 





ij ij r ijk  = −  (2.23) 
  where rk is the residual kinetic energy and defined by ( )1 2
R
r iik = . Here, it should be 
noted that in order to close the Eq.(2.21), a model for the anisotropic residual stress tensor 
r
ij is 
needed. The Smagorinsky model [6] is the simplest model used for the closure of this term in 
which the linear eddy-viscosity model is first used to relate the residual stress to the filtered rate 
of strain via; 
 2rij r ijv S = −  (2.24) 
 where rv is the eddy viscosity and ijS is the rate of strain. Subsequently the eddy-viscosity 
is modeled in terms of the characteristic filtered rate of strain, S as  
 ( )
22
r s sv l S c S= =   (2.25) 
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 where sl is the Smagorinsky length scale with sc and  are the Smagorinsky coefficient and 
filter width, respectively and should be specified in order to close the Eq.(2.21).    
2.4 Turbulent Mixing 
There are several statistical properties used to quantify the turbulent mixing, such as scalar 
mean, variance, co-variance etc. For that reason, in this section, the statistical description of 
turbulent mixing is briefly introduced.  
2.4.1 Turbulent mixing of an inert scalar 
There are different modeling approaches in turbulent flow modeling and the reason behind 
is the fact that turbulent flows are chaotic in nature. In other words, at high Reynolds number, the 
velocity field is a random process and for that reason, it can be represented by probability density 
functions (PDFs).  
A one-point probability density function represents the probability of a random event, that 
falls between the specified sample space variable values. Such as for a fixed point in space, x and 
at an instant of time t, the probability density function of a `random` velocity field is written as  
 ( ) ( ) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
; , ,Uf V x t dV P V U x t V dV=   +  (2.26) 
where 1V  represents the sample space variable. Similarly, one-point composition PDF, 
( ); ,f x t  is defined as  
 ( ) ( ) ; , ,f x t d P x t d      =   +  (2.27) 
in which the   and  represents composition and composition space variable respectively. 
An important statistical property is the mean (or expectation) of a scalar variable defined as 
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 ( ); ,f x t d   

−
=   (2.28) 
such that for homogeneous binary mixing of an inert scalar, the mean is constant 
( ) ( ), ,0x t x = . Its Reynolds averaged transport equation can be derived from the following 






t x x x
  

    
+ = 
   
 (2.29) 













+ =   −
  
 (2.30) 
In which the last term on the RHS represents the gradient of a scalar flux generated from 
turbulent fluctuations and/or velocity gradient and can be found from   





      
   







 are production, molecular transport, pressure scrambling and 
scalar-flux-dissipation term respectively [4]. 
The production term is only closed when the knowledge of Reynolds stresses are available 
and is 
i







   = − −
 
. The first term on the RHS of Eq.(2.31) is the gradient of 
the molecular transport term and triple correlation term j iu u    which are responsible for the 
spatial transport of a scalar flux. The pressure scrambling term can be decomposed into two terms 
14 
 











. Meanwhile, at high Reynolds number, scalar flux 
dissipation term is negligible.  
Moreover, it should be noted that, for homogeneous scalar mixing under stationary 
isotropic turbulence conditions, scalar flux can be approximated via scalar mean gradients, 














where tD is the turbulent diffusivity constant while k and  are the turbulent kinetic energy 
and its dissipation rate respectively.  





=  (2.33) 
 in the absence of turbulent fluctuations.  
Meanwhile, the rate of scalar mixing can be quantified in terms of the scalar variance 
defined by  
 ( ) ( ) ( )
22 , ; ,x t f x t d    

−
 = −  (2.34) 
and it is a decreasing function of time. Therefore, at larger times it will decrease to zero 
and the ratio of the variance at intermediate time steps to its initial value referred as the intensity 
of segregation - a useful measure for the deviation from the molecular homogeneity. In other 
words, when intensity of segregation is zero, the system is said to be well micromixed and 
15 
 
corresponds to 2 0 = . In this limit, if scalar mean given in Eq. (2.28) is independent of spatial 
variable, x, the system is said to be well macro- and micro- mixed. In this study, quadrature-based 
CMC algorithm is solved until this condition is achieved as explained in Section.4.2.  












     
+ =  − + −
  
 (2.35) 
in which, P  and  represent scalar variance production and dissipation rates, respectively. 




































where proportionality constant usually approximated as 1C  .  
2.4.2 Differential diffusion for a reactive scalar  
Differential diffusion occurs when the molecular diffusivities of the scalar fields are not 
the same, such as     .  
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However, Eq.(2.39) necessitates the knowledge of scalar co-variance which can be found 
through solving  
 ( )i i i
i i
U T u P S
t x x
    
     
   
   
     
  + = − + − +
  
 (2.40) 
 where the covariance production term, P  and molecular transport term iT
 are defined 
similar to as they defined in Eq. (2.31) and arithmetic to geometric density ratio,   is defined as 
( ) ( )( )2     =  +   . 
As mentioned in the Chapter-1, in higher order moment closures, the solution of covariance 
transport equation brings an additional unclosed term – covariance chemical source term defined 
by 
 ( ) ( )S S S        = +  (2.41) 
However, especially for complex chemistries, the definition of covariance chemical source 
term adds more unclosed terms. Although, these additional terms can be found through higher 
point PDFs, the very complex chemistries will prohibit the use of higher order moment closures. 
While the effects of differential diffusion are neglected in first-order CMC, in conditional methods 
(CMC-like methods) since the conditioning variable can be different than mixture fraction, the 
first-order CMC equations can be extended for differential diffusion effect, yet the solution of may 
become computationally demanding with stiff chemistries.  
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Meanwhile, laminar flamelet model mentioned in the Chapter-1, can also be applied to 
combustion problems to describe the differential diffusion.  
2.4.3 Conditional Statistics 
One of the most important statistical property needed in this study is the conditional 
statistics. The conditional PDFs  are used to define the conditional probability for a jointly 
distributed random variables such that for the joint velocity, composition PDF, ( ), , ; ,Uf V x t  , 









f V x t








  (2.42) 
     where one-point joint velocity, composition PDF is the probability of  
 ( ) ( )  ( ) , , ; , , ,Uf V x t dVd P V U x t V dV x t d          +    +   (2.43) 
and ( ); ,Uf V x t   is the conditional PDF defines the probability of composition variable 
for the given value of the velocity field U V= . Conditional mean is defined similar to Eq. (2.28), 
by using the conditional PDF; 
 ( ); ,UU Vf V x t dV  

−
= =   (2.44) 
Another important conditional expectation that is vastly used in turbulent reactive flow 

















  (2.45) 
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where ( ), , ; ,f x t     is the joint composition, mixture fraction PDF and ( ); ,f x t   is the 
mixture-fraction PDF. Mixture fraction is an inert scalar defined as the linear combination of the 
components of the composition variable as 
 ( ) ( ), ,x t a x t 

 =  (2.46) 
while the mixture fraction PDF is  
 ( ) ( ) ( ); , , ; ,f x t a x t f x t d   







   (2.47) 
By using the conditional composition, mixture fraction PDF, the conditional mean of the 
composition variable conditioned on the mixture fraction can be found from 
 ( ); ,f x t d      
+
−
=     (2.48) 
 Hereinafter, the LHS of Eq. (2.48) will be referred as conditional scalar mean. Meanwhile, 
the conditional composition PDF defined in Eq. (2.45) is usually approximated in terms of Dirac 
Delta functions as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ); ,f x t   

          −  −  (2.49) 
In Eq. (2.49), the conditional scalar mean is unknown. When conditional scalar mean (or 
conditional composition PDF) is known, the unconditional scalar mean can be found from the 
knowledge of mixture fraction and conditional scalar mean. Starting from the definition of scalar 
mean, 




, , ; ,x t f x t d d      
 
− −
=      (2.50) 
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and by using the Eq.(2.45) and Eq.(2.48) the unconditional scalar mean can thus be written 
as  
 ( ) ( )
1 1
0 0
, ; ,x t f x t d     = =   (2.51) 
In the next chapter, we will derive the transport equation for conditional scalar mean, which 
is basically cased as the CMC transport equation and will continue with the introduction of 
















CHAPTER 3 – CONDITIONAL MOMENT CLOSURE 
 As all other turbulent reactive flow modeling methodologies, the main purpose of CMC is 
to close the source term of the Reynolds averaged scalar transport equations. In CMC this is done 
by neglecting the conditional fluctuations around the conditional scalar mean. Although, this idea 
supported by DNS results, accuracy can only be sustained when there is a good correlation between 
conditioned and conditioning variable. However, even this condition is sustained, the 
computational power requirement of first-order CMC is relatively high for stiff chemical source 
terms. The required CPU requirement stems from the fact that, in CMC applications, two different 
grids; one for the spatial transport and one for the conditioning variable space must be generated. 
Here, the second grid requirement is circumvented by using the Quadrature-Based Moment 
Methods. Before explaining the corresponding solution algorithm, it is necessary to introduce the 
derivation of CMC transport equation. 
3.1 Derivation of CMC Transport Equation 
 Before introducing the derivation of CMC equation, relevant mathematical identities and 
important PDFs are first introduced below.  
 One of the most important PDF required to arrive CMC equation is the fine-grained PDF, 
which is defined in terms of Dirac Delta functions as; 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2 n nz y z y z y   = − − −  (3.1) 
 where, ny and nz ’s are any scalar variable and its corresponding space variable, 
respectively, while  represents the fine-grained pdf.  
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 Additionally, a joint PDF of ny s , ( )yf z can be defined as the mean of the corresponding 
fine-grained PDF as; 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2, , , 1 2
1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
, , ,
ny y y y n
n n n n
f z f z z z
z z z z y z y z y dz dz dz   

=
= − − − =
 (3.2) 







= −  
  
 (3.3) 







 = − 

 (3.4) 
 Here, Eq.(3.2) indicates that, the mean of Eq.(3.3) will give the time derivative of a joint 










= −  
   
 (3.5) 










 The Eq.(3.6) can also be written in a more generalized form as  
 n y ny y z f y= =  (3.7) 
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  and is a mathematical identity implying that the knowledge of conditional mean and the 
PDF are sufficient to find the scalar means.  
 From continuity equation, Eq.(2.1), the scalar transport equation can be written as; 
 ( )n n
y
U y div D y S
t
   

+  −  =

 (3.8) 
 where  is the density, nD is the molecular diffusivity of the n
th scalar,
nS  is the 
corresponding source term. The substitution of Eq. (3.8) into Eq.(3.3) gives; 
 ( )( )
1
i i n i i
i





   
=  −  −  
    
 (3.9) 
 Here, if Eq. (3.4) is multiplied by velocity vector and used for the first term of the RHS of 
Eq.(3.9); 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )i i i
i i
U div D y S
t z z

     
  
+  +  = −
  
 (3.10) 
where repeated indices imply summation.  
The divergent form of Eq.(3.10) can be obtained by first multiplying Eq.(2.1) by  and 
adding to Eq.(3.10) 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )i i i
i i
div U div D y S
t z z

    
  
+ +  = −
  
 (3.11) 
The conditional averaging of Eq.(3.11) results the transport equation of a joint PDF; 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )y y y i i i y i i y
i i
f





+ +  = −
  
 (3.12) 
where y y z = = .  
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When the differential diffusion effects are neglected Eq.(3.12) can be written as  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )




y i j y y
i j
y i i y
i
f
div U z f D y y z f div D z f
t z z












where nD D= and same for all scalars. The term, ( )i jD y y  is the scalar dissipation rate 
(SDR) and while arriving Eq.(3.13), the mathematical identities  
 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
2
i i y i j i y
i i j
div D y z f D y y z f div D
z z z
   
 




 ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 y ydiv D D z f div D z f    = −   (3.15) 
are used. 
At high Reynolds numbers, the LHS of Eq.(3.15) is negligible, which reduces Eq.(3.13) to  
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )
2
y y
y i j i y i i y
i j i
f
div U z f D y y z f S z f




+ +   = −
   
 (3.16) 
Here, it’s worth noting that yf represents the joint PDF which can also be a function of 
both conserved (e.g. mixture fraction) and/or reactive (e.g. reaction progress variable) scalars. The 






































D =  is the scalar dissipation rate and  is the sample space variable of the 
conserved scalar,  and    = = .  
It should be noted that expectedly, there is no source term in Eq.(3.17) and Eq.(3.18). 
Furthermore, the transport equation of a bivariate PDF transport equation of one conserved and 
one reactive scalar can be written from Eq.(3.16) (with 1y y= ) 
 
( ) ( )( )















div U z f D y y z f
t z














+ +  
 
 






where , ,y y z   = = =  and includes only the source term from Eq.(3.8).  
If we multiply Eq.(3.19) by z and take the integral over its boundaries; 
 ( ) ( )
Qf
div U y f S f
t
 
   
 













   







and Q is the conditional scalar mean equals to y  = . Eq.(3.21) defines the net 
diffusive flux of reactive scalar, y in conserved scalar space which is determined by small-scale 
diffusion processes and is unclosed.  
























 ( )2A f     =  (3.24) 
where   is the conditional scalar dissipation rate (CSDR) and must be modeled in 
accordance with conserved scalar PDF, ( ); ,f x t  . 














    

  
   























   
 
 
+  + − =
 
 (3.26) 
where v U U = −  and Y y Q= − . 
In Eq.(3.26), the terms U  ,   and vY  are unclosed and need further modeling.  
 With these definitions, in this chapter the derivation of the CMC transport equation is 
provided according to [8] joint PDF method.  
In first order CMC applications the transport equation for conditional scalar mean, 
( ); ,Q x t is solved. The conditional scalar mean is defined in Eq.(2.48) and is approximated via 
Eq.(2.49), in this study. However, as Eq.(2.51) suggests a new variable, X Qf=  is usually defined 
in CMC applications and is defined as  
 ( ), , ; ,X f x t d    
 
− −
=    (3.27) 











    = −
     
 
 (3.28) 








3.2. Semi-Analytical Solution for the Molecular Mixing Term of CMC 
 In this section, semi-analytical solution of CMC is introduced. The focus is devoted to the 
molecular mixing term which is solved in terms of deviation variable written as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,1 ,0 ,0Q t q t Q t Q t Q t  = + − +    (3.30) 
 where ( ),q t is the deviation variable and as it can be seen from the Eq. (3.30), at the 
boundaries ( ) ( )0 1 0q q= = . In other words, deviation variable represents the deviation of 
conditional scalar mean from the pure binary case.  
 In this study, we have approximated the deviation variable in terms of Jacobi polynomials 

















= + −  
  (3.31) 
 where the ( )n  represents the n
th order polynomial: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), 2 1b an nP  = −  (3.32) 
 and nA ’s are the expansion coefficients.  





( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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       

       





− = − − −
− = − − −




 In Eq. (3.33) the RHS’s are known and the expected terms on the LHS can be calculated 
from  








jB n b j a
j n
nP B a b
j n
  +
 + + + +  
  




  or alternatively in terms of Gaussian quadratures; 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,1 1
1
1 2 1 1 2 1
M
b a b aj j
n i i i n i
i
P w P     + +
=
− − = − −  (3.35) 
 However, it’s been observed that Eq.(3.34) gives more accurate results than Eq. (3.35) 
therefore Eq.(3.34) is used in this study.  
 Furthermore, deviation variable for the molecular mixing is approximated by 2nd order 
partial differential equation with 2 1x = −  













= − + +
  
 (3.36) 
  where  










= − = +
 
 (3.37) 













  (3.38) 
 Here, in order to close the Eq.(3.37) the general form of the mixture fraction PDF can be 
modeled as a Fokker-Planck equation 

























In Eq. (3.39), the parameter C controls the rate of relaxation towards a β-PDF and for the 






+ −  with 
( )1 a b= +  and ( )x a b= − . Under this condition, the derivative of the mixture fraction PDF 






f a b a b x
x x


















=  (3.41) 














By assuming f  depends on time only through its parameters a and b we can solve 
Eq.(3.36) by using Jacobi polynomials as  
 ( )





















  (3.43) 
where , 1   − .  
Here, due to its definition, unconditional scalar mean of deviation variable, q , is constant 
requiring that b = and a = with 0 1A = . Thus Eq. (3.43) can be written as  
 ( )









N i i a bn n
i inn
i








 = + 
−  
  (3.44) 










and n represents the number of time iterations.  










   
+    
     = + 
    − −
    
 (3.45) 
Additionally, taking the moments of the both sides of Eq.(3.44) will result the updated 
moments  
 










N i i a bn ik n
in nn n
i
q q A e
     

   
+ + +
+ + +







  (3.46) 
 where N is the number of nodes. Furthermore, updated species moments can be found 
through Eq.(3.30) once the updated moments are known from  
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 ( ) ( ) ( )
* * 1 1
11 0 0
n n
k k k kQ q Q Q Q   
+ +
+= + − +    (3.47) 
3.3 An alternative solution in terms of deviation moments 
3.3.1 Definition of conditional moments  
In the following, we will make use of the moments of the composition PDF defined as 
follows (time t and space x are suppressed for clarity): 
 ( ) ( ) ( ):g g f d   =   (3.48) 
 where the integral is over all of composition space. In particular, we will be interested in 
the mean composition found with ( )g  =  , and joint moments between the mixture fraction   
and the composition vector   defined by ( ) kg   =  with 1,2,...,k N=  . The mixture fraction is a 
linear combination of the components of   defined such that  0,1  . 
 The CMC model introduces the mixture-fraction PDF ( )f   and the conditional 
composition PDF ( )f    . The conditional composition moments are defined as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ):g g f d       = =   (3.49) 
and are related to ( ) ( ) ( )
1
0
g g f d     = =   
 In this work, we consider only first-order conditional moments by using the approximation 
from Eq.(2.49) 
 ( ) ( )f Q      = −    (3.50) 
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 Where ( ) :Q    = =  is the first-order conditional moment vector, and ( ) •  
is the multivariate delta function. Applying this approximation to Eq.(3.49) yields 
( ) ( )g g Q  = = . In particular, ( )k kQ   = , which can be evaluated given f  and the 
functions ( )Q  . Here, we will use QBMM to reconstruct ( )Q   from the moments k   which 
are found from transport equations derived from Eq.(3.28) 
 ( )1 22 1
k







= − − −
 
 (3.51) 
As expected, molecular mixing leaves the means   and  unchanged. In order to 
solver Eq.(3.51) for 
n
k   at t n t=  , we will need to close the RHS using QBMM. However, 
once this is done, we can solve Eq.(2.33), Eq.(2.36)  and Eq.(3.51)  using a realizable ODE solver 
(explicit Euler) to update the moments 
*  , 
*
2  , 
n
k  . Note that for the trivial cases where  
Q  is linear in  , Eq. (3.51) leads to the correct expression for the mixture-fraction moments. 
The closure of the RHS of Eq. (3.51) is thus the key technical step in the proposed application of 
QBMM to solve the CMC model.  























i i i i
i
YQ w YQ − −
=
=          for 2,3, , 1k N= −  (3.53) 
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 where ( ): ,i iY Y t =  is the CSDR evaluated at the quadrature nodes and 1M N + . Here, 
Eq.(3.53) is closed, but Eq.(3.52) requires an estimate of the partial derivative of ( ),Q t   at the 
quadrature nodes. This can be done by using Eq. (3.54) given below 
 ( ) ( ),1 ,0
Q q






  where  
 
( )
( ) ( )
1 1










   
   = =
   
= − + + −   −   
   (3.55) 
with  










−= + + + −  (3.56) 
Thus, Eq.(3.54) evaluated at abscissas, can be used in Eq.(3.52) to close the molecular 
mixing term. Nevertheless, as with all high-order polynomial interpolation formulas, the gradients 
found from Eq.(3.56) will be increasingly less accurate for larger N. Moreover, it is necessary to 
interpolate the data ( ),i iq   , 1,2,...,i N=  with weights iw  onto a larger set of 1N +  quadrature 
points ( ),j jw x  , 1,2,..., 1i N= +  to find ( )j jq q x=  and the gradients ( ) ( )j jjq m q x   = =  
. Meanwhile, this should be done by preserving the moments. For that reason, it is imperative to 





3.3.2. Moment preserving cubic Hermite interpolation  
From the physics/chemistry of reactive mixing, we expect ( )q   toward smoothly without 
oscillations and often with the same sign (i.e. mass fractions and enthalpy are non-negative). Thus, 
the (N+2)-order polynomial interpolation given in the previous section will not be well suited for 
approximating ( )q   .  
 For Gauss-Jacobi quadrature on the interval [0, 1], the abscissas have the property 
1 1 2 10 1N Nx x x  +        (i.e., 1i i ix −   ). Moreover, by construction, the N −  node 







q w q 
=
=              for 0,1,..., N 1k = −  (3.57) 








q w x q
+
=
=            for 0,1,..., 1k N= −  (3.58) 
 In words, the (N+1) node quadrature must have the same moments as the N-node 
quadrature. Note that the only unknowns in Eq.(3.58) are the N+1 values of jq , which are 
determined from the interpolation function.  
 To proceed further, we must choose a functional form for ( )q  . Here, we will employ 










 and 1i i   +   : 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )00 1 01 1 10 1 11i i i i i iq q h t q h t m h t m h t  + + += + + − +    (3.59) 
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 where ( )nmh t  are the basis functions for the cubic Hermite spline: 
 
( )





1 3 2 3 2
3 2 1
h t t h t t
h t t h t t
= − + = −
= − = −
 (3.60) 
 Note that Eq.(3.59) can be differentiated with respect to   in order to find the (continuous) 
gradient function ( )m  . In Eq.(3.59), the 
im  are the unknown gradients at i = . By defining 
( ) ( )0 0 0, , 0,0,0q m =  and ( ) ( )1 1 1, , 0,0,0N N Nq m + + + =  yields the interpolated values at the abscissas 
jx   
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 00 01 1 1 10 11j j j j j j j j j j jq q h t q h t m h t m h t − − − = + + − +   (3.61) 















 are known constants for a given value of 
N. The end-point gradients 0m  and 1Nm +  must be estimated from the interior points. For example, 
a ‘natural’ spline is defined by letting 0 1m m=  and 1N Nm m+ = . 
 Applying Eq.(3.61) in Eq.(3.58) yields a linear system for the unknown gradients 
( )1,...,
T
Nm m m=  : 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1 10 1 1 11
1
1 00 1 01
1
1 1 1 10 1 0 1 1 11 1 11
N
k k




i i i i i i i i
i
k k
N N N N N
w x h t w x h t m
w w h t w x h t q
w x h t m w x h t m
   

 




+ + + +
 − + −
 
 = − − 
− − −

  (3.62) 
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 The linear system Am Bq c= +  found from Eq.(3.62) with 0,1,..., 1k N= −  can now be 
solved for the gradients. (For natural spline, c  moves to the left-hand side to modify A ). We will 
refer to the interpolation formula in Eq.(3.59) with slopes found from Eq.(3.62) as a “moment-
preserving cubic Hermite spline”. 
Note that the moment preserving cubic Hermite spline can be defined recursively for 
1, 2,...M N N= + +  given the data at level N. In this manner, it may be possible to choose a larger 
value of M for the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature while still preserving the moments. However, it is 
unclear whether such splines will have good practical properties for large M. Furthermore, even 
with 1M N= + , ( )q   may have undesirable properties (e.g., change sign over the interval). In 
such cases, it may be possible to fix a subset of the gradients and preserve fewer moments, as is 
done when no moments are preserved [7]. If strict moment preservation is not required, it suffices 
simply to correct the gradients found from Eq.(3.62). This is the approach taken in this study where 
two correction steps are applied: (1) im  is adjusted such that iq  has the same sign as iq  and (2) 
im  is adjusted so that it falls in the range of the two slopes found from linear interpolation between 
nodes 1, , 1i i i− + .    
 Up to this point, the closure of mixing term in the CMC transport equation is discussed. As 
fractional step (operator-splitting) is one of the most commonly used method in solving the CMC 
equations, it is also adopted in this study.  
3.4 Source term 
In the context of CMC, the conditional moments evolve due to chemical reactions 











 where S  is the known chemical source term. The partially updated *Q  are computed from 
the partially updated moments 
*
k  . Thus, Eq.(3.63) can be solved with a (stiff) ODE solver to 
find the fully updated 1nQ + . The QBMM is then applied to find the new values of the moments 
1 1n n
k kQ  
+ +
= .  
Furthermore, the chemical source term must be evaluated at fixed values of the mixture 
fraction. A key point is that initial conditions 
iQ  are required for each quadrature node i . Using 
QBMM these initial conditions are available at N nodes. If N is small and/or the chemical reactions 
are very localized in mixture-fraction phase space, the QBMM initial conditions may be 
insufficient for evaluating accurately the change in the moments due to chemical reactions. In 
order to alleviate this shortcoming, we can use M >> N quadrature nodes i  found for Gauss-
Lobatto  parameters ( ),a b . However, in order to increase the number of nodes one must have to 
preserve the deviation and conditional moments and this can be done by using the moment 
preserving cubic Hermite interpolation, discussed in Section 3.3.2.  
3.5 Quadrature-Based Moment Methods 
Quadrature-Based Moment Methods (QBMM) utilizes the Gaussian quadratures to 
approximate the moments of number density functions. In this formulation, n-point distribution is 
formed by n-weighted Dirac Delta functions. There are several members of QBMM: The 
Quadrature Method of Moments (QMoM) is first developed by [9] to describe the aerosol 
dynamics. Following to this study, Direct-Quadrature Method of Moments (D-QMoM), Extended-
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Quadrature Method of Moments (E-QMoM), for multi-variate distributions Conditional 
Quadrature Method of Moments (C-QMoM) and lastly Hyperbolic-Conditional Quadrature 
Method of Moments (HyC-QMoM) are developed by Professor Fox and co-workers.  








m v f v t dv w
=
=   (3.64) 
 where ( ),f v t  is the PDF, v represents the internal coordinate and the integral is over all 
its domain. Equivalently, in QMoM the NDF is approximated by sum of Dirac delta functions: 
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= −  (3.65) 








f v t w 
=
=  (3.66) 
  where  is the kernel density function and is found from the weight function 
corresponding to the selected orthogonal polynomial.  
 The QBMM can also be applied to multi-variate distributions. The C-QMoM is developed 
by [10] and makes use of the conditional density functions introduced in Section 2.4.3. In this 
method, the main idea is to approximate the NDF (conditioning to other internal coordinates) by 
Dirac Deltas and to solve for the n weights and abscissas from 2n-1 number of moments by using 
appropriate linear solver. Subsequently, the same procedure is applied to other directions by using 
the known conditional moments. For example, let ( )n  defines the bi-variate distribution written 
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as ( ) ( )1 2,n f  = , by using the conditional PDF, the mixed moment of order k1 + k2  with respect 
to first and second internal coordinates reads 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2
1 2
2 1
, 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
k k k k
k km n d d f f d d           
  
= =    (3.67) 
 By approximating univariate NDF of first internal coordinate in terms of Dirac Delta as in 










k k i i i
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= 
=   (3.68) 
 where the weights and abscissas in the first direction can be found from the moment set
 
10,0 1,0 2 1
, , , Nm m m −  by using the Wheeler algorithm. The integral term in Eq. (3.68) is a function 
of 1,i and called as the conditional moments.  
 The conditional moments can be calculated from the Vandermonde-like system with the 
given (known) moment set  
2 2 1 20, 1, ,
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 (3.69) 
 where 2 1,i  ’s represents the conditional moments defined as 
 ( )2 2
2
2 1, 2 2 1, 2
k k
i if d     

=   (3.70) 
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 Once the conditional moments found from the Eq. (3.69), its corresponding weights and 
abscissas can again be calculated from the Wheeler algorithm. Therefore, the resulting quadrature 
rule reads as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2




i j i i j
i j
f f f w w          
= =
= = − −  (3.71) 
 It should be noted here that, in the application of QBMM-CMC, the conditional moments 
given in Eq.(3.70) correspond to conditional scalar means, ( ),Q t and hereinafter the mixed 















CHAPTER – 4 STUDIED CASES 
4.1 Description of stirred tank reactor geometry and operating conditions 
The first studied cases is an application of OpenFOAM two-phase flow solver 
(reactingTwoPhaseEulerFoam)  in a flat-bottom stirred-tank reactor (STR) with six-blade Rushton 
turbine and four baffles, selected from [2]. The detailed geometric parameters of this lab-scale 
reactor is given in Table.1. 
Air at 300K is injected into the STR via gas sparger located at the bottom, while the initial 
water level is 0.21m. Three different mixing rates (200, 350 and 700 rpm) are studied for five 
different inlet gas volumetric flow rates (1.5E-4, 2E-4, 4E-4, 6E-4, 8E-4 m3/s) with five different 
constant bubble sizes (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 5 mm).  
Experimental gas-hold up values as well as flow images for three mixing rates are available 
in [2]. However, in these experiments the bubble size is assumed to be constant with bubble 
diameter equals to 5 mm and experimentally measured gas flow rate is 1.5E-4 m3/s.  
The flow fields are solved via Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) approach with LES. In 
MRF method, computational region is divided into two regions namely: i) stationary and ii) 
rotating, regions. While, the governing equations of stationary region are solved in a rotating 
reference frame both regions are then coupled via reference frame transformation at the interface.  
The transformation of the stationery reference frame velocity to the rotating reference 
frame is done in terms of relative velocity. For phase k, the relative velocity is defined as  
 ,r k kU U r= −   (4.1) 
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 where ,r kU and kU  represents the relative and absolute velocities viewed from rotating and 
stationary reference frames, respectively. Additionally,  represents the angular velocity viewed 
from rotating reference frame relative to the stationary reference frame and r indicates the position 
vector. In MRF, the continuity and momentum conservation equations are written in terms of 
relative velocity as 
 ( ) ( ), 0k k k k r kU
t






 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),k k k k k r k k k k k k k k k k jkU U U U p g M
t
           

+ +  = −  + + +

 (4.3) 
as Coriolis and centripetal accelerations are represented by the extra term, ( )k k kU   . 
 
Figure 1  (a) Illustration of the computational mesh for Reactor 1. (b) Enlarged view of the mesh 
near the impeller. 
The mesh is generated via commercial mesh generation software, Pointwise®. According 
to mesh convergence study 420,624 three-dimensional hexahedral, 2,436 polyhedral cells with 
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1,308,248 faces are used to solve the transport equations for the reactor given in Fig.1 with the 
geometric parameters are summarized in Table.1.   
Table 1: Geometric parameters of the studied STR 
Parameter Value (m) 
Tank height, H 0.300 
Tank diameter, T 0.210 
Baffle width 0.018 
Baffle thickness 0.006 
Impeller diameter, D 0.076 
RT distance to bottom 0.057 
RT blade height 0.019 
RT blade thickness 0.003 
Impeller hub diameter 0.031 
Ring sparger diameter 0.051 
  
Additionally, no-slip boundary conditions are used for both the gas and liquid phases at the 
tank wall and baffles. Constant gas inlet velocity and atmospheric pressure are used at the gas inlet 
and outlet, respectively. At the shaft and impeller surfaces, zero relative velocity (𝑈𝑟,𝑘 = 0) is 
assumed for both phases. 
4.2 Quadrature-Based Conditional Moment Closure 
  4.2.1 Hydrogen combustion chemistry 
 There are number of H2 combustion mechanisms proposed in the literature. A good 
comparison of commonly used mechanisms are compared and listed with corresponding errors in 
the study of [11]. According to that study, the hydrogen chemistry of [1], with 10 chemical species 
(H, O2, O, OH, H2, H2O, HO2 and H2O2) with Argon as carrier gas is used in the QBMM-CMC 
test case. There are 19 number of reactions in the scheme proposed by [1] and the pressure is 
selected 1 atm absolute pressure and air is used as oxidant in the test cases.   
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The initial conditions of each species (H2, O2 Ar and N2) and initial temperature for each 
node is given in Fig.2a. As it can be seen from this plot, the inlet conditions (inlet mass fractions) 
for H2 and Argon are 0.15 and 0.85 while they are 0.23 and 0.77 for O2 and N2 respectively, while 
the initial temperature distribution is selected to be a maximum at the stoichiometric mixture 
fraction mean. However, as the solution of Eq.(3.33) requires the initial deviation moments, the 
solution is started with the reaction. The almost equilibrium results (taken as the initial distribution 
over the nodes) is given in Fig. 2b. In the next section, the solution of the chemical source term, 




(a)  (b) 
Figure 2 Initial conditions. Left and right axes represent mass fraction and temperature 
respectively: (a) Before the reaction, (b) After the reaction for Δtrxn = 5E-2 s. 
4.2.2 Governing Equations 








    (4.4) 








=  (4.5) 
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where  ki ki kiv v v = − . I is the number of reactions and iq is the reaction progress variable of 
the ith reaction defined as [12] 





i fi k ri k
k k
q k X k X
 
= =
= −   (4.6) 
 where  kX is the molar concentration of the kth species.  
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= −   (4.8) 
where T is the temperature,  , pc and kH are temperature, density , mean heat capacity 
(in mass units) and molar  species enthalpy, respectively.  
For reversible reactions, reaction rate constants are usually expressed in terms of 








=  (4.9) 
where, ciK is the i
th reaction equilibrium constant in terms of concentration units. On the 
other hand, for gas phase reversible reactions, thermochemical data are usually given in pressure 
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in which, piK can be found from the thermodynamic relation  












iH are standard Gibbs free energy and enthalpy change for the i
th reaction 
respectively and R represents the ideal gas constant. In Eq.(4.11), the  ’s specify a change of 



























=  (4.13) 
The thermodynamics properties in Eq.(4.12) and Eq.(4.13) are often calculated by using 
14 fitted polynomial coefficients that are called as NASA polynomials [13]. The coefficients given 
in the specific order and the first seven are used for the low-temperature range while other seven 
are used for the high-temperature range. For each thermodynamic property, fourth order 
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 (4.14) 
 In the above equations, superscript ‘ ’ denotes standard state properties. Since for perfect 
gases, the standard-state specific heats, enthalpies and entropies are independent of pressure, the 
standard state properties are also the actual values and “perfect gas” assumption is made 
throughout this study.  
4.2.3 Three-Body Reactions  
In dissociation-recombination reactions, a meta-species called as three-bodies are required 
for reactions to proceed. A common example is the recombination of H and O2; 
2 2H O M HO M+ + + , where M represents the third-body.  
However, if a third body is required its “effective concentration” should be included in the 
reaction progress variable. Reading from Eq.(4.6)   
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in which the first factor indicates the three-body where ki ’s are the species specific 
constant and represents the contribution of each species to the effective concentration of the third-
body. For example if all the species have the same efficiency factor, k , then the effective third 

















4.2.4 Pressure Dependent Reactions 
Depending on the pressure, the reaction rate of some reactions can not be represented by 
simple first and/or second order reaction rate expression. Instead, “pseudo” reaction orders are 
used to describe the pressure dependent reaction rates.  
The pressure region, in which pseudo reaction rates are presented is called as fall-off region 
and pseudo-first order reaction rates in this region can be calculated by using the Lindemann 
approach [14]. However, it should be noted that, the Arrhenius rate parameters are still required 
and Lindemann approach is used to blend them to represents the pressure-dependent rate 
expressions for both low- and high-pressure limits. 












































=  (4.19) 
 where  M again represents the effective third-body concentration. In Eq.(4.18)2 
, F equals to 1 in Lindemann approach, whereas a more detailed description of this parameter is 
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 (4.21) 
In Eq.(4.21) four unknown parameters  , ***T , *T  and **T should be defined to represent the fall-
off curve. 
The H2 combustion mechanism used in this study is proposed by [1] and in their study the 
unknown Troe parameters are proposed as follows 0.5 = , *** 301.0 10T −=  , * 301.0 10T =  ,
** 1001.0 10T =  . 
  In this study, pseudo-first order reverse reaction rate constants are obtained by using the 
Eq.(4.9) and by using the NASA polynomials for the thermochemical properties given in Eqns. 





4.3 Solution Algorithm 
 The solution of quadrature-based CMC is summarized in Fig.3. It should be noted that, 
three different solution algorithms are provided in this study and in all solution algorithms, 
operator splitting can be used to solve the molecular mixing part of the CMC transport equation. 
Furthermore, the mixture fraction moments are tracked via Gauss-Lobatto quadratures.  
 Here, it should be noted as the solution of chemical source term requires the conditional 
scalar means are to be known, at the end of mixing step, these statistics are calculated from the 
species moments through, Eq.(3.69), unless semi-analytical solution is used. As in the case of high 
condition number of the LHS matrix of Eq.(3.33) calculation of conditional means is cumbersome, 
the main focus is devoted to the semi-analytical solution, in this study. Nonetheless, both solutions 
are equivalent and only difference is, in semi-analytical solution moments are only be used to find 
the expansion coefficients, nA ’s , while they are used to find conditional scalar means in the 
interpolative closure.  
 Moreover, one of the other disadvantage of interpolative closure, as it can be seen from 
Eq.(3.52), the gradients of conditional scalar mean are required in order to close the Eq.(3.51). 
However, as the number of nodes increases, the calculation of gradients from Eq.(3.62) is less 
accurate. An alternative method to evaluate the gradients is to use of Eq.(3.55). However, Eq.(3.55) 
is only valid when mixture-fraction PDF is modeled via β-PDF as in semi-analytical solution. Even 
more, when mixture fraction is assumed to be β-PDF, a fully closed moment transport equation is 
derived and given in Appendix-B. Even though Eq.(B7) is closed in terms of deviation moments, 
the necessity of finding Q ’s for chemistry solver, restricts its application for simple problems as 
again the solution of Eq.(3.69) prone to numerical error. As a conclusion, here only semi-analytical 
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solution (SA) is described in detail (the interpolative closure is only summarized in Fig.3) and the 
rest is left for a future study. 
 The ley technical step in the SA solution is the definition of deviation variable, ( ),q t , 
given in Eq.(3.30) which can then be modeled as a Fokker-Planck equation given in Eq.(3.36). 
Although, Eq.(3.36) can be solved numerically, it should be noted that, although the mean of 
deviation variable must be constant in mixing, there is no mathematical constraint in the numerical 
solution of Eq.(3.36) . Thus an accurate solution for the deviation variable in mixing calculations 
is hard to achieve when the numerical solution of Eq.(3.36) is employed. On the other hand, as the 
SA solution ensures q  to be constant, it is more accurate than the numerical solutions of either  
Eq.(3.28) and Eq.(3.36).    
It should also be noted that, unless the semi-analytical solution is employed, the time step 
t  used must be small enough to ensure that the norm of 
iq  with respect to the nodes i decrease 
during molecular mixing.  
 Meanwhile, the most technical hurdle in SA method is the solution of Eq.(3.33). Although, 
the LHS forms a lower diagonal matrix that allows an iterative solution similar to Gauss-
elimination be used, an accurate results were only able to be obtained when least-square QR 
decomposition is used to solve the set of equations in Eq.(3.33). The solution of the set of equations 
is simplified by decreasing the number of nodes, N+1, (as N number of moments are required to 
solve the linear system) as time proceeds in the solution. In addition to lowering the computational 
cost, the decrease of number of nodes was necessary as the very low values of the quadrature 
weights goes below the computational precision limits as the mixture fraction variances 
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approaches to zero. Even in this case, a variable precision arithmetic is used for extremely small 
quadrature values.  
 In this study, minimum allowable number of nodes is arbitrarily set to five (including two 
nodes for the boundaries). The reason of Nmin = 5 is to test the solution algorithm, while a lower 
number (e.g. 3) can also be set, since only one node is required for well-micromixed conditions.  
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CHAPTER - 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Two-phase Stirred Tank 
 In this section, the simulation results of gas-liquid STR are compared with the experimental 
results provided in [2]. As explained in Section 4.1, the initial water level, H2O is 0.21 m in all test 
cases. The overall gas holdup in the vessel is calculated from Eq. (5.1) and the results are compared 
in Table.2 for bubble diameters of 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 mm. The gas holdup values for other particle 







=  (5.1) 
 As expected, the gas hold-up values are increasing as the bubble diameter decreases while 
approaching to the experimental values for each mixing rates. In Table.2 the gas inlet flow rate is 
constant at 1.5E-4 m3/s  (9 LPM) in each test cases where CT  and global represents gas hold up 
values in the CT imaging region and global value in the tank, respectively. As the global values 
can not capture the cavities behind the impeller blades, difference between CT and global values 
are increasing as the mixing rate increases. Meanwhile, the comparison of simulation results are 
made with the CT imaging results and in all cases are well correlated however best agreement is 
obtained with bubble diameter is selected as 0.5 mm. Since in the experiments, a constant bubble 
diameter of 5 mm is assumed, it can be said that a bubble break-up happens and the actual average 


















 (e) (f) 
Figure 4 Comparison of simulated and experimental gas volume fractions as a function of height 
and radial position. Black lines with circles, red lines with triangles and blue lines with rectangles 
represent the experimental results for 700, 350 and 200 rpm mixing rates respectively, and 
corresponding colored symbols represent simulation results: (a, c, e) gas volume fraction along a 
line at height 0.065 m for 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 mm bubble diameter. (b, d, f) averaged gas volume 




Table 2 Overall gas holdup in the vessel for three bubble sizes and experiments. 
 
2.5 mm 1.5 mm 0.5 mm Ford et al 
Rotation speed H (m) αoverall, % H (m) αoverall, % H (m) αoverall, % αCT, % αglobal, % 
200 0.215 2.3 0.216 2.9 0.216 2.9 3 2.9 
350 0.216 2.9 0.217 3.2 0.218 3.4 3.5 3.3 
700 0.223 5.6 0.225 6.5 0.225 6.7 6.9 6 
  
This conclusion was tested by the comparing the experimental and simulation gas volume 
fractions through the reactor and at selected heights. 
In Fig.4 the gas volume fractions for three different mixing rates and bubble diameters are 
compared with corresponding experimental results. Fig. 3(a,c,e) are plotted at the tank level of 
0.065 m where impeller blades are located. None of the simulation results were able yield good 
predictions at this height. However, above the blades, 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm bubble diameters 
simulation results are in good agreement with 200 and 350 rpm mixing rates, respectively.  
Therefore, it has been concluded that, the bubble size is not uniform in the reactor. 
However, a computationally less demanding constant bubble size approximation has a good 
agreement with one of the most important design consideration – experimental gas hold values.  
In Fig.5 the gas-phase velocity profiles at three different heights and for the bubble 
diameter of 1.5 mm. As expected, due to mixing rate, the flow regime is changing such that at 200 
rpm the impellers are flooded, at 350 rpm impellers are loaded and at 700 rpm bubbles are 
uniformly distributed thus a dispersed regime is obtained.  

























   








   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 5 Gas velocity magnitude profiles for bubble diameter d=1.5 mm at different mixing rates 
and different heights (0.065, 0.087 and 0.11 m): (a-c) 200 rpm, (d-f) 350 rpm, (g-i) 700 rpm.    
5.2 QBMM-CMC 
5.2.1 Test Case: Non-Premixed Hydrogen combustion 
As it can be seen from Fig.2a, the stochiometric mixture fraction is 0.163 and covariance 
is selected as 0.99. The number of nodes is selected as 10 with time step is set to 5E-2. The inlet 
temperatures of both streams are 500 K. The NASA polynomial coefficients are used to calculate 
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the physical properties, while mass weighted, average density and heat capacity is used in energy 
balance.  
As Eq.(3.33)  requires the initial conditional moments of the deviation variable, the solution 
is first started with the chemical source term as given in Fig.2b. the expansion coefficients are 
calculated after solving the Eq.(3.63) for each scalars over a Δt. Then the solution is continued 
with the mixing. As expected, the final conditional scalar means have peaks at the mixture fraction 
mean as given in Fig.6a and Fig.7a. Furthermore, as it can be seen from Fig. 6b, while the mean 
mass fractions of O2 and H2 are decreasing by time, expectedly the mean mass fraction of H2O is 
increasing and as the mean temperature since the overall reaction is exothermic. However, a small 
amount of O2 is not reacted and this small amount is considered as the numerical error that comes 
from the solution of Eq.(3.33).    
Meanwhile, Fig.6c shows the change of deviation moments of H2 with respect to time. As 
it can be seen from this plot, around t = 5s all the deviation moments reach to a stationary value 
which indicates that chemical equilibrium and well-micromixed conditions are achieved. This can 
also be sustained from Fig.6d as the mean mass fractions of the species other changes very slightly.  
This conclusion allows us to decrease the number of nodes by time, as the mixture fraction 
weights approaches to mixture fraction as it can be seen from Fig.7b. As in the vicinity of mixture 
fraction mean, a smaller number of nodes are required to approximate the mixture fraction 
moments in terms of Gaussian quadratures.  
Meanwhile, as it can be seen from Fig.7b, the calculated abscissas changes slowly by time 
which indicates that, for the given inlet/initial conditions of mean mixture fraction and co-variance, 







Figure 6 (a) Conditional variables of main species, O2, H2 and H2O, dashed and straight lines 
represents last and the initial times (b) Unconditional mass fraction means of main scalars as a 
function of time, (c) time change of first 5 conditional deviation moments of H2, (d) Unconditional 
mass fraction means of the radicals (H, OH, HO2, H2O2 and O) as a function of time. 





Figure 7 Time evolution of  (a) conditional temperature mean as a function abscissas (b) abscissas 














CHAPTER -6 CONCLUSION 
 In this thesis, two independent studies are conducted namely: 1) computational fluid 
dynamics simulation of two-phase flow simulations of stirred tank reactor and 2) application of 
quadrature-based moment method to the conditional moment closure.  
 In the first study, the simulations of different bubble sizes and gas inlet flow rate results 
are compared with the experimental results available. The Tomiyama drag correlation, virtual mass 
and turbulent dispersion forces are included in the Eulerian simulations in which turbulent flow is 
modeled via Large-Eddy simulation. The simulation results indicate that, mean bubble diameter is 
changing between 0.5 and 1.5 mm with the mixing rate, however experimental bubble diameter is 
5 mm in [2]. On the other hand, experimentally measured gas inlet flow rates is 9 LPM and this is 
sustained by the simulations (see Fig. A8). As expected, the mean bubble size varies with mixing 
rate. At higher mixing rates, 1.5 mm of bubble diameter has a better agreement with experimental 
gas holdup value than the other tested bubble sizes.  
 In the second part of this thesis, a semi-analytical solution for the molecular mixing part of 
the Conditional Moment Closure equation is tested against non-isothermal, non-adiabatic 
Hydrogen combustion with Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule which is used for the mixture fraction 
moments.  
 The main purpose of the QBMM based semi-analytical solution algorithm is to test its 
applicability to complex chemistries. The 19 steps non-premixed H2 combustion mechanism of [1] 
with 10 species is selected with inlet temperatures, initial mixture fraction and initial number of 
nodes are set to 500K, 0.163 and 10 respectively.  
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 According to the H2 combustion results, it was concluded that, with quadrature-based 
solution algorithm, accurate results are obtained without requiring an additional grid for the 
mixture-fraction space. Furthermore, as the number of nodes is decreased by time, the QBMM-
SA solution algorithm is a computationally effective alternative for the applications of CMC. 
 In addition to semi-analytical solution, two more solution strategies are proposed both of 
which utilizes the Gaussian quadratures, however it has been observed that, since the semi-
analytical solution does not require moment inversion, it is more accurate than the other 
alternatives. 
 For a future reference, the test cases are performed for statistically homogeneous turbulent 
flow. However, since the operator-splitting method is used for molecular mixing and reaction 
source term, the addition of spatial transport of species moments can be done by any moment-
preserving CFD solvers such as [16].  
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APPENDIX A- VELOCITY CONTOUR PLOTS FOR GAS AND LIQUID PHASES  








   








   








   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 8 Gas velocity magnitude profiles for bubble diameter d=0.5 mm at different mixing rates 



















   








   








   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 9 Gas velocity magnitude profiles for bubble diameter d=2.5 mm at different mixing rates 



















   








   








   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 10 Liquid velocity magnitude profiles for bubble diameter d=0.5 mm at different mixing 






















   








   








   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 11 Liquid velocity magnitude profiles for bubble diameter d=1.5 mm at different mixing 






















   








   








   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 12 Liquid velocity magnitude profiles for bubble diameter d=2.5 mm at different mixing 


















   




   




   
 (g) (h) (i) 
Figure 13 Axial gas velocity magnitude profiles for three mixing rates 200, 350 and 700 rpm with 














 (a) (b) 
5 
  
 (c) (d) 
Figure 14 Comparison of simulated and experimental gas volume fractions as a function of height 
and radial position. Black lines with circles, red lines with triangles and blue lines with rectangles 
represent the experimental results for 700, 350 and 200 rpm mixing rates respectively, and 
corresponding colored symbols represent simulation results: (a, c) gas volume fraction along a line 
at height 0.065 m for 3.5 and 5 mm bubble diameter. (b, d) averaged gas volume fractions at 
different heights for 3.5 and 5 mm bubble diameter at different heights.   
 
The 1.5E-4 m3/s gas phase inlet volumetric flow rate is chosen during the experiments. In 
order to speculate the effect of inflow inaccuracies different test cases are run for five different 
inlet volumetric gas flow rates (1.5E-4, 2E-4, 4E-4, 6E-4, 8E-4 m3/s) for d = 0.5 mm at 200 rpm 
are tested and the results are given in Fig. S8. By comparing the sum of squared errors calculated 
with respect to experimental values) as opposed to experimental set 1.5E-4 m3/s, the volumetric 
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gas flow rate of 2E-4 m3/s fits better to experimental results, indicating gas inlet flow inaccuracies 





Figure 15 Comparison of gas volume fractions with experiments for different volumetric gas flow 
rates as a function of (a) reactor height, (b) radial distance at the height 0.065m. Each flow rate is 




   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 16 Gas phase volume-fraction iso-surface contours with red, light and dark blue represents 
gas phase volume fraction = 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 respectively: (a-c) bubble diameter = 0.5 mm, (d-f) 





Table 3 Overall gas holdup in the vessel for all (five) bubble sizes and experiments. 
   
 
5 mm 3.5 mm Ford et al 
Rotation speed H,m αoverall, % H,m αoverall, % αCT, % αglobal, % 
200 0.214 1.9 0.215 2.1 3 2.9 
350 0.216 2.7 0.216 2.8 3.5 3.3 
700 0.222 5.4 0.223 5.6 6.9 6 
 
The grid convergence study is given in Table -A2. In Table-A2 Mesh1 154,680, Mesh2 
182,064 and Mesh3 has 420,624 hexahedrall cells. In all meshes, “Maximum skewness”, 
“maximum aspect ratio” and “Non-orthogonality” checks are performed and sustained. 
Furthermore, volume average properties of gas and liquid phases velocities, as well as, gas and 
liquid phases volume fractions are compared and it is observed that, all properties are equal up to 
two number of scales.  
Table 4 Volume Averages of different properties for different meshes 
 
Mesh 1 Mesh2 Mesh 3 
<Uair> 0.29762 0.29873 0.29871 
<Uwater> 0.17004 0.17077 0.16989 
αair 0.30129 0.30189 0.30277 









APPENDIX-B AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION FOR CMC WITH β-MIXTURE 
FRACTION PDF  
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 (B1) 
 where Y  =  is the conditional scalar dissipation rate. Multiplication of Eq.(B1) 
with 
















= − − 
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  (B2) 
 where  similar to Eq. (3.29) , ( )k kQ Xf d   

=   and  0,1 in this study. With 
Eq.(3.41) and corresponding CSDR, the first term on the RHS of Eq. (B2) can be written as 
 
( )














 and integration by parts results 
 ( ) ( ) 11 1 1k kRHS k k a Q k a b Q  −= − − + − + + + −  (B4) 
 where ( )22    = − . Similarly, the second term on the RHS of Eq.(B2) 
 ( ) 12 k kRHS k a Q a b Q  −= − +  (B5) 

















 Finally, for statistically homogeneous flow, the coupled moment transport equations can 
be written for β-PDF and corresponding CSDR, Eq.(B6), as  




k k a Q k a b Q
dt

  −= + − − + + −  (B7) 
 where ( )a a t= and ( )b b t= . 
 
